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How and why are U.S. transnational corporations investing in the lives, educations, and futures
of poor, racialized girls and women in the Global South? Is it a solution to ending poverty? Or is it
a pursuit of economic growth and corporate profit? Drawing on more than a decade of research
in the United States and Brazil, this book focuses on how the philanthropic, social responsibility,
and business practices of various corporations use a logic of development that positions girls
and women as instruments of poverty alleviation and new frontiers for capitalist accumulation.
Using the Girl Effect, the philanthropic brand of Nike, Inc., as a central case study, the book
examines how these corporations seek to address the problems of gendered poverty and
inequality, yet do so using an instrumental logic that shifts the burden of development onto girls
and women without transforming the structural conditions that produce poverty. These practices,
in turn, enable corporations to expand their legitimacy, authority, and reach while sidestepping
contradictions in their business practices that often exacerbate conditions of vulnerability for
girls and women. With a keen eye towards justice, author Kathryn Moeller concludes that these
corporatized development practices de-politicize girls’ and women’s demands for fair labor
practices and a just global economy.
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2015.PrefaceA white dot appears and slowly begins flashing. A piano tune and gently ringing
bells follow. Words in all caps and bold-faced—POVERTY, AIDS, HUNGER, and WAR—flash
across the screen at a dizzying speed. A question appears, What if there was an unexpected
solution that could turn this sinking ship around? Would you even know it if you saw it? Thick
white lines dramatically cross out INTERNET, SCIENCE, THE GOVERNMENT, and MONEY.
The music pauses. The white dot reappears. Over a series of screen breaks, It’s (dramatic
pause) a girl. The word flies circles the bright orange, bold faced, capitalized word GIRL. The
word BABY falls to its feet. The word HUSBAND crushes it. The words HUNGER and HIV rise up
and surround it. They begin to fall away as SCHOOL, UNIFORM, LOAN, COW, and PROFIT
appear. The question, Are you following what is happening here?, is followed by Girl school
cows $ business clean water social change stronger economy better world. It’s called the girl
effect. Multiply that by 600 million girls in the developing world. A black dot appears and
multiplies until the page is solid black. And you’ve just changed the course of history scrolls
across the screen. A G is drawn on the screen. It reads, Invest in a girl and she will do the rest.
The white dot reappears, flashes, and then disappears. It’s no big deal. Just the future of
humanity.Description of the Girl Effect video1Smart businesses appreciate that increased
support for girls and women is integral to fostering successful markets for the future. Innovative
programs are already producing remarkable results, and far-seeing countries and organizations
are finding that reaching out to girls and women deepens confidence, creates opportunity, and
raises profits.2009 annual meeting, CGI, “Investing in Girls and Women” plenary description2As
dusk arrived on International Women’s Day, March 8, 2005, I received a press release from Nike,
Inc. announcing that it was transforming the Nike Foundation, its philanthropic arm, to focus on
adolescent girls in the Global South.3 The press release lingered in my mind for days. Why
would Nike, Inc. dedicate its foundation to the very population that it had been accused of
exploiting in its contract factories around the world in the late 1990s and early 2000s? How was
the corporation planning to improve girls’ lives, well-being, and futures, and what qualified it to
do so?The announcement linked the philanthropic investments in adolescent girls’ human
capital to the United Nation’s Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) on poverty alleviation and
gender equality.4 On such a day, it seemed fitting to think about these interrelated goals.
International Women’s Day is historically rooted in women’s struggles for labor rights, which are,
of course, intimately related to ending poverty and achieving gender equity.5 The day was first
instituted in 1909 by the Socialist Party of America to honor female garment workers protesting
unfair labor conditions in New York City. The following year it was established as an international
day by Socialist International to support women’s rights and universal suffrage.6 While the 2005
press release was deeply connected in this historical genealogy, it did not refer to the radical
history of these interrelated struggles. In contrast, it built directly upon a present-day, de-



politicized logic that separates ending poverty and achieving gender equality from the ongoing
struggles of girls and women for a fair and just global economy. Nevertheless, while labor was
not addressed in the press release, it was the silent milieu behind the corporation’s
announcement.As I began to research Nike, Inc.’s focus on adolescent girls, I soon discovered
that it was part of a broader movement of corporations and corporate foundations that had
begun to prioritize poor, mostly Black and Brown girls and women through their corporate social
responsibility (CSR), philanthropic, and business policies and practices in the new millennium.
At the time, General Electric, Johnson & Johnson, Starbucks, and H&M, among others, all had
similar programs. Their focus built on an idea promoted in the early 1990s by economists, such
as T. Paul Schultz, Lawrence Summers, and Elizabeth King, that investing in girls’ and women’s
education is the most efficient way to end poverty and promote development. Since then, the
world’s most powerful development institutions, including the World Bank, United Nations
organizations, UK’s Department for International Development (DFID), and United States Aid for
International Development (USAID), have created programs and policies focused on educating
girls and women throughout Asia, Africa, and Latin America.In 2008, together with financial
support from NoVo Foundation and the United Nations Foundation, the Nike Foundation
branded this discourse through the Girl Effect, its theory of social and economic change. The
Girl Effect is anchored by the idea that the future of humanity depends on poor racialized girls in
the Global South. It is promoted as a revolutionary way of looking at girls’ latent potential. If
granted access to education, girls are imagined to rise from the obstacles that pull them down—
poverty, hunger, disease, early marriage, and adolescent pregnancy—to solve the problems that
plague our world. They will marry later and delay childbearing, and in doing so, they will
generate economic development, limit population growth, educate their children, improve child
and maternal health, conserve environmental resources, and control the spread of HIV/AIDS.If
we situate the Girl Effect historically, its power and legitimacy emerge from its correspondence
to the authentic needs, desires, and grassroots demands of girls and women for access to
quality schooling and training; safe, fair employment; economic security; affordable health care;
freedom from violence; as well as legal and human rights. This book puts forward the idea that
even as the Girl Effect corresponds to, and fulfills, some aspects of those, it does so not through
a transformative logic, but rather using an instrumental gendered, racialized, and classed logic
of development. While addressing the problems of poverty, inequality, and uneven development
is indeed essential, the logic of the Girl Effect shifts that burden onto poor, racialized girls and
women in the Global South by maintaining, and potentially exacerbating, inequitable roles of
social reproduction that make them disproportionately responsible for the well-being and futures
of others and for resolving the contradictions of development.The Girl Effect thus transfers the
onus of responsibility for change away from the governments, corporations, and global
governance institutions whose actions have led to the unequal distribution of resources and
opportunities that disproportionately affect the lives and well-being of girls, women, and the poor
around the world.Thus, this book posits that the “gender effect” of corporate investment in girls



and women is the potential extension of the corporations’ legitimacy, authority, and reach without
corporations having to deal with the contradictions in their business practices and in capitalism
itself. This has the effect of de-politicizing girls’ and women’s demands for fair corporate labor
practices and a just global economy and disarticulating poverty’s persistence from the historical,
structural conditions that produce it and for which corporations are often partially responsible.In
this way, this book fundamentally departs from the prominent individuals and institutions who
promote this development rationale through their programs and policies.6 Rather than focus on
how to design, implement, and evaluate programs and policies to unleash the purported ripple
effect of investing in girls and women, as these actors often do, this book critically examines the
logics, practices, and policies of US transnational corporations, such as Nike, Inc.; Goldman
Sachs; Walmart; and ExxonMobil, as they seek to empower girls and women.With access to
powerful institutions, including Nike, Inc.; Nike Foundation; the World Bank; and the Clinton
Global Initiative, this book focuses on how corporate investment in the Girl Effect is negotiated
by diverse, unequally resourced actors with different stakes and meanings attached to the
project of development. It uses the case of the Girl Effect to demonstrate the intended and
unintended effects corporate programs have on girls, women, and corporations.The book’s
ethnographic insights illuminate the “gender effect” at the intersection of corporate capitalism,
feminism, and international development as corporations, in partnership with liberal feminists
and development experts, seek to free capitalism from the constraints of gender inequality in
order to create the conditions for economic growth and corporate profit without necessarily
transforming the lives and futures of the girls and women that they claim to serve.February 28,
2017Madison, Wisconsin, United StatesAcknowledgmentsThis book has reminded me that we
rarely, if ever, accomplish anything on our own. My gratitude to others is profound. Over many
years, I have had the privilege to learn from and work alongside brilliant colleagues and mentors
who challenged and nurtured me.This project took root at the University of California, Berkeley,
which was an inspiring intellectual space to call home. Patricia Baquedano-López opened her
academic world to me at a moment of critical importance. I am immensely grateful for her
intellectual support and her faith in me and this project. Paola Bacchetta, Ananya Roy, and Zeus
Leonardo provided invaluable theoretical and methodological guidance in this project’s
development. I am also grateful to Gillian Hart, Roshanak Kheshti, Trinh Minh-ha, Minoo
Moallem, Juana Rodríguez, Ingrid Seyer-Ochi, Carol Stack, Stuart Tannock, and Barrie Thorne
who inspired different aspects of this project through their courses. My colleagues from graduate
school continue to inspire me with their friendship, intellect, and commitments in the world, and
they have all read early iterations of this book, including Becky Alexander, Jose Arias, Rick
Ayers, Erica Boas, Rachel Branhinsky, Sandy Brown, Emily Gleason, Sera Hernandez, Nirali
Jani, Erica Kohl-Arenas, Cecilia Lucas, Alexis Martin, Genevieve Negrón-Gonzales, Irenka
Dominguez Pareto, Poulami Roychowdhury, Nazanin Shahrokni, and Susan Woolley. Becky
Tarlau's commitments to theory and activism inspired me while writing this book, and she has
lovingly understood when our other writing projects were delayed in the process.Hiba Bou Akar



has travelled the entire journey of this book with me. She has provided me with incredible
friendship and brilliant advice over many years, and she always saves the day.My colleagues in
the Department of Educational Policy Studies and the School of Education at the University of
Wisconsin–Madison have mentored me and provided me with institutional support, including
Lesley Bartlett, John Diamond, Jim Escalante, Mary Jo Gessler, Diana Hess, Nancy Kendall,
Stacey Lee, Bob Mathieu, Adam Nelson, Bill Reese, Amy Stambach, and Maisha Winn. Bianca
Baldridge, Linn Posey-Maddox, and Erica Turner’s encouragement, intellect, and humor sustain
me. I am also grateful to Kirk Anderson, Dave Douglas, Anna Douglas-Jordan, Sophie Flinchum,
Shanshan Jiang, Arashjot Kaur, James LaPierre, Haley Olig, Rachel Silver, Jennifer Tasse, and
Miriam Thangaraj for their careful assistance. Selah Agaba adopted this book with care, respect,
and contagious enthusiasm—I am very grateful.Over the years, I’ve been privileged to receive
feedback from countless people who have engaged my ideas and shaped this book: Joan
DeJaeghere, Karen Monkman, Jenny Parkes, Ashwini Tambe, Millie Thayer, Elaine Unterhalter,
Nelly Stomquist, and Vera Maria Vidal Peroni supported earlier publications from this project.
Scholars at the following institutions generously provided me feedback on different portions of
this book, including Women and Gender Studies Institute at University of Toronto; the
Transnationalizing Justice Workshop of the University of California Multi-Campus Research
Group; Núcleo de Identidades de Gênero e Subjetividades at the Universidade Federal de
Santa Catarina; Institute for Research on Women and Gender at University of Michigan; The
Lemman Center for Educational Innovation and Entrepreneurship at Stanford University; Soka
University of America; the Politics of Privatization in Education Non-Conference at New York
University; the Department of Geography’s Yi-Fu Tuan Lectures at the University of Wisconsin–
Madison; and the National Academy of Education/Spencer Foundation. I am also grateful to
colleagues at the Global Fund for Women, NoVo Foundation, Clinton Global Initiative, and
Emerging Markets Foundation who invited me to present my research findings.To all of the
people who have guided me and taken chances on me, thank you. Everyone deserves mentors
and opportunities like the ones you have provided, including Brian Delaney, Kathleen Hall, Trudy
Hall, Marcos Nascimento, Lynn Paine, john powell, Kavita Ramdas, Stephen Silberstein, and
Shelia Smith-McCoy.At the University of California Press, Naomi Schneider supported the idea
of this book long before it was written. I am appreciative of her faith in its significance. Thank you
to Renee Donovan, Benjy Mailings, and Jessica Moll for their editorial assistance and Lia
Tjandra for her cover design. I am grateful for the time, energy, and intellectual generosity of
Michael Goldman, Dinah Rajak, and two anonymous reviewers. All errors in the book are my
own.At all of the institutions in the United States and Brazil where I conducted my research, the
NGOs in Rio de Janeiro, whose actual names I do not reveal, the Clinton Global Initiative, the
Nike Foundation, Nike, Inc., the World Bank, and many other institutions, thank you to all of you
who invited me into your offices and classrooms, shared your experiences and perspectives with
me, and trusted me to tell this story. I wish I could acknowledge you personally for your
generosity and candor. My sincerest gratitude is to all of the young women who welcomed me



into their lives and classrooms. I hope I do you justice.To all of my dear friends who housed, fed,
and supported me during my fieldwork and writing, I cannot thank you enough—Juliana Cavilha,
Caroline Crown, Felipe Fernandes, Miriam Pillar Grossi, Elizabeth Hauck, Ali Keller, Tiago
Losso, Denise Malvehy, Meredith Mazur, Simon Morfit, Carmen Rial, Stacy Sharp, Alberto
Struck, Becky Tarlau, Mead Webster, and Katie Wilson. Candida Botafogo’s spirit sustained
Miguel and me during our many stays in her home in Rio de Janeiro over the years.My parents,
Kitty Moeller and Bill Moeller, have encouraged me to pursue my own path from a very young
age. My dad’s intellectual curiosity and my mom’s unique empathy for others and critical insight
on the world have shaped me. Thank you to my brothers, Will Moeller and Carl Moeller, for your
love and perspectives on the world, and to Sarah Dolan, Finn Moeller, Reid Moeller, Sra. Jenny
Peña, Gabriel Zamora, and Maurito Zamora.Miguel Zamora’s vision of the world inspires my
own. He has lovingly accompanied me throughout the life of this book, making many sacrifices
along the way so that I could pursue this research. His love and intellect are infused throughout
the book. Sebastián was born as I finished this manuscript, teaching me of the beautiful,
complex ways our love, care work, and intellectual labor are always deeply intertwined.• • •
• •Research for this book was generously supported by grants from the National Science
Foundation; the Fulbright-Hays Program; the National Academy of Education/Spencer
Foundation; the University of California, Berkeley’s Graduate School of Education, Department
of Gender & Women’s Studies, Center for Latin American Studies, and Haas Institute for a Fair
and Inclusive Society; and the University of Wisconsin’s Department of Educational Policy
Studies, Wisconsin Center for Educational Research, Latin Caribbean and Iberian Studies, and
Department of Gender and Women’s Studies.AbbreviationsAFDAlliance for
DevelopmentAGIAdolescent Girl InitiativeAWIDAssociation of Women in
DevelopmentBEMFAMBem-Estar Familiar no Brasil (The Brazilian Society for Family
Welfare)BPBritish PetroleumBRICSBrazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa (Five major
emerging economies)CCTsConditional cash transfer programsCGIClinton Global
InitiativeCPFBrazilian identification numberCSRCorporate Social ResponsibilityDFIDUnited
Kingdom’s Department of International DevelopmentEFAEducation for AllGADGender and
DevelopmentGAPGender Action PlanGDPGross Domestic ProductGFWGlobal Fund for
WomenGJOThe Gender Justice OrganizationGPFGlobal Philanthropy ForumGRAVADBrazilian
study on adolescent pregnancyHIV/AIDSHuman immunodeficiency virus and acquired immune
deficiency syndromeIBRDInternational Bank for Reconstruction and
DevelopmentICRWInternational Center for Research on WomenIDAInternational Development
AssociationIDBInter-American Development BankIFCInternational Finance
CorporationILOInternational Labour OrganizationIMFInternational Monetary
FundINWFInternational Network of Women’s FundsIPPFInternational Planned Parenthood
FederationIUDIntrauterine deviceLGBTQLesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and
QueerM&EMonitoring and EvaluationMDGsMillennium Development
GoalsNGONongovernmental organizationOECDOrganisation of Economic Co-operation and



DevelopmentPEJMPrograma pelo empoderamento das jovens mulheres (Young Women’s
Empowerment Program)PSLFPrivate Sector Leaders’ ForumRFPRequest for
proposalsSAPsStructural adjustment policiesSECSecurities and Exchange
CommissionSTDsSexually transmitted diseasesUNUnited NationsUNCSWUnited Nations
Commission on the Status of WomenUNDPUnited Nations Development
ProgrammeUNESCOUnited Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
OrganizationUNFPAUnited Nations Fund for Population Activities (now United Nations
Population Fund)UNGEIUnited Nations Girls’ Education InitiativeUNICEFUnited Nations
Children’s FundUSAIDUnited States Agency for International DevelopmentWADWomen and
DevelopmentWBCSDWorld Business Council for Sustainable DevelopmentWEFWorld
Economic ForumWHOWorld Health OrganizationWIDWomen in DevelopmentWTOWorld Trade
OrganizationIntroductionCORPORATIZED DEVELOPMENT“It has been called the ultimate
emerging market: women,” explained Margaret Brennan, a young white reporter for Bloomberg
Television’s InBusiness, while standing in front of the American flag on the floor of the New York
Stock Exchange.1 She continued, “A recent announcement by Booz & Co.,” the global strategy
consulting firm,2 “found that about 860 million women are not prepared to take part in the world
economy because they lack education, training, access, and finance. Enter the Third Billion.”
This was February 1, 2012, the day that the Third Billion Campaign was officially launched. I
watched the announcement on my laptop from where I was living in San Francisco, California.
The campaign was created by “an alliance of corporations, including Coca-Cola, Ernst & Young,
Accenture, and Standard Chartered” that was “working with the World Bank and others to invest
in these women.” A video of women in headscarves walking on a sidewalk played on the screen
as the headline “Niche for Global Growth: Women” flashed below.Brennan then welcomed Beth
Brooke, vice chair of Ernst & Young and “one of the world’s one hundred most powerful women
according to Forbes magazine,” to the show.“So tell me, what is this initiative about?” asked
Brennan. Brooke, a middle-aged white woman, explained, “The Third Billion Campaign is really
focused on just what you mentioned, which is within the next decade, the impact on the global
economy of women coming into the workforce, as consumers, as entrepreneurs, as employees,
will have an impact as great as China’s billion population or India’s billion population, which is
why we use the term ‘the Third Billion.’ It’s that big of an impact.” Brennan sought clarification:
“And so, as you have the population growing, it’s the participation, and how they participate,
that’s the issue. Right?”Brooke responded, “They’ve got to be prepared to participate, which
means be educated, have access to technology, access to capital, access to finance. They’ve
got to be prepared, and they’ve got to be empowered. There are cultural barriers and things like
that, but when prepared and enabled as Booz & Co. reports, there could be the force of one
billion additional individuals, who are going to be women, coming into the global economy. And
what country and what company right now wouldn’t kill for that kind of economic growth?”Later
in the interview, Brennan asked Brooke if there was an existing model that the campaign was
using to develop and implement its initiatives. Brooke explained that there was not one clear



model. Instead, “Each of us, Ernst & Young in the private sector, countries, nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs), everyone can do what they do best. We do a lot around women, for
talent, for women entrepreneurs, but we can only do what we do best. Then it takes others who
are involved in the Third Billion Campaign. Goldman Sachs, doing what they do. It takes
Walmart. Gonna do what they do. Coca-Cola. It takes governments. It takes NGOs. All of us in
the Third Billion Campaign are actually coming together to say, if we are aware of each other’s
efforts, we can collaborate for a collective impact.”I began this introduction with the Third Billion
Campaign to provide entrée to the following questions: How and why have these girls’ and
women’s lives and futures become so deeply intertwined with corporations’ aspirations in the
new millennium? And, more specifically, how has gender equality, particularly in the areas of
education, training, and finance, come to be considered a necessary condition for economic
growth and, correspondingly, for corporate profit?This book examines how corporate investment
in poor, racialized girls and women in the Global South functions to circumvent a fundamental
contradiction inherent in the relationships between US corporations and these girls and women
—powerful corporations are often exacerbating inequalities and vulnerabilities for this same
population through their business practices even as they claim to be “doing good.”THE THIRD
BILLIONAs DeAnne Aguirre and Karim Sabbagh of Booz & Co. originally argued, “If China and
India each represent one billion emerging participants in the global marketplace, then this ‘third
billion’ is made of women, in both developing and industrialized nations, whose economic lives
have previously been stunted, underleveraged, or suppressed.”3 They created the composite
figure by using estimates from the International Labour Organization (ILO) of women ages
twenty to sixty-five who are considered “not prepared (lacking sufficient education) and not
enabled (lacking support from families and communities)” to participate in the global economy.4
According to their estimated figures, approximately 882 million of these women are located in
“emerging” or “developing” nations, while approximately forty-seven million live in North America,
Western Europe, and Japan. According to their prediction, as “constraints are alleviated, the
Third Billion’s movement into the middle class will accelerate.”5 Their potential power in the
global economy is considered “akin to stumbling upon a relatively untapped emerging
market.”6Figure 1. View of the proliferation of transnational networks of corporatized
development focused on girls and women.The Third Billion Campaign’s coalition was comprised
of representatives of powerful institutions, including corporations, NGOs, academic institutions,
multilateral and bilateral agencies, and global forums.7 It originally developed out of an October
2009 gathering at New York University’s Villa La Pietra in New York City convened by the
university and Vital Voices Global Partnership, with funding from the Paul E. Singer Family
Foundation, in honor of the fifteenth anniversary of the United Nation’s Fourth World Conference
on Women in Beijing, China. The group examined the state of women worldwide, changes made
since Beijing, and the present-day “obstacles to women’s empowerment and challenges to
gender equality.” The following year, the group held a second meeting in Florence, Italy, to form
the coalition. The coalition’s mission is to create an “economic case for women’s empowerment



and gender equality” by developing messaging and initiatives that “tap women’s potential as
critical resources, thus leading to stronger economic growth for nations, communities, and
businesses around the world.”8 Its agenda focuses on four primary areas, including access to
finance, education, and training; entrepreneurship; labor policy and practice; and legal and
social status.9 This agenda forms the basis of the coalition’s bottom-billion strategy to invest in
girls and women. It has resulted in corporate practices and policies targeting girls and women in
order to end poverty and create conditions for economic growth.Since its launch, the coalition
has done relatively little. The campaign itself has fizzled away, and even the website is no longer
functional. Yet, the discourse of the Third Billion has become more entrenched than ever as
individual corporate members deepen and strengthen their commitment in this area. In many
cases, they have continued their participation in other initiatives, such as the World Bank’s
Global Private Sector Leaders Forum (PSLF), and joined campaigns in different
geographies.Take, for instance, O Movimento Mulher 360, which translates as the Women 360
Movement. Originally launched by Walmart Brasil, the initiative promotes “a 360-degree view of
women’s economic empowerment” in corporate environments, communities, and supply
chains.10 In September 2015, the initiative became an independent nonprofit association,
bringing together Brazilian companies, including Bombril, Grupo Boticário, Duratex, GPA, Itaú,
and Natura, with US and other international companies with subsidiaries or offices in Brazil,
including Cargill, Coca-Cola, DelRio, Johnson & Johnson, Nestlé, Pepsico, Santander, and
Unilever, to reap the purported benefits of investing in girls and women.11THE BUSINESS
CASE FOR INVESTING INGIRLS AND WOMENAs corporations search for new frontiers of
capitalist growth in the context of ongoing economic crises, they have increasingly made a
“business case” for investing in poor girls and women in the Global South as an investment with
a high rate of return.12 As Angel Gurria, secretary-general of the Organisation of Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), explains, this population is the “most underutilized asset in
the global economy.”13 By emphasizing how “the potential of women as economic players has
been unrealized,”14 corporations, such as, but not limited to, the members of the Third Billion
Campaign, are promoting large-scale investment in particular girls and women to end poverty
and promote development and economic growth.Some of the corporations making themselves
known in this area include Becton Dickinson; Booz & Co.; Chevron; Cisco Systems; Coca-Cola;
Ernst & Young; ExxonMobil; Gap, Inc.; General Electric; Goldman Sachs; Gucci; Intel
Corporation; J. P. Morgan Chase; Johnson & Johnson; Microsoft Corporation; Nike, Inc.; Stella
Artois; Standard Chartered Bank; Starbucks Corporation; and Walmart; among others. Their
corporate initiatives are typically directed by the corporation itself, often through a corporate
social responsibility (CSR) department, or through an established foundation [501(c)(3)] that
functions as its philanthropic arm. Philanthropy and CSR are increasingly streamlined within
corporations’ core business strategies. The initiatives occur through a range of partnerships with
development organizations, including international NGOs, bilateral and multilateral agencies,
and universities. For instance, Gap, Inc.’s Personal Achievement and Career Enhancement



(PACE)15 program that targets women in its contract factories through local NGOs; Goldman
Sachs’ 10,000 Women16 program that partners with local institutions including technical and
business schools to offer a variety of training opportunities for women. These programs typically
occur through partnerships with traditional development organizations, including international
NGOs and bilateral and multilateral agencies, as in the case of Nike, Inc.’s investment in the Girl
Effect. As the book’s examination of the Girl Effect reveals, corporations are also making new
partnerships with venture capitalists, whose access to capital and markets enable previously
limited interventions to achieve scale.Corporate investment in girls and women is predicated on
four interrelated discourses: bottom billion capitalism, philanthrocapitalism, gender equality, and
Third World difference. The first, “bottom billion capitalism,” is the economic theory and practice
promoted by those interested in mining the fortunes of what C. K. Prahalad identifies as the
“bottom of the pyramid.”17 Prahalad’s idea refers to the bottom billion poorest people in the
world living in conditions of poverty and marginally positioned vis-à-vis capital markets.18
Investment in this economic stratum is intended to simultaneously generate economic profit for
investors and benefit the poor. As Prahalad and Stuart Hart explain, “Low-income markets
represent a prodigious opportunity for the world’s wealthiest companies to seek their fortunes
and to bring prosperity to the aspiring poor.”19 This rationalization results in what Ananya Roy
calls, “the ethicalization of market rule.”20As scholars note, bottom of the pyramid ventures
driven by the ideology of bottom billion capitalism are often gendered in nature as they seek to
harness girls and women as consumers as well as last-mile distribution entrepreneurs or
retailers who can supposedly circumvent common barriers to accessing those markets, such as
limited infrastructure, consumer dispersal, and product awareness.21 Girls and women are
frequently targeted for gendered products, particularly those that promote the aspirational ideals
of class mobility, racialized beauty, and professional status.”22For example, Avon Corporation is
anchored in a gendered bottom of the pyramid model. Across the world, the company’s direct
sales model relies on its representatives, the majority of whom are women, to buy the cosmetic
products for themselves, and sell and recruit other women to join the network of sellers and
buyers. The company boasts to have been the first corporation to empower women by providing
flexible out-of-home employment opportunities as early as 1886 when it was founded in the
United States. Sales representatives pay an introductory fee, varying by country, to join the sales
team, order merchandise, and earn the profit that they make off the merchandise23 However, as
Linda Scott et al. found in their study in South Africa, the women in the Avon network gained
some economic and social emancipation from their earnings, but those gains were set against
systems of structural violence that continued to threaten their lives and well-being.24Second,
the Third Billion concept is also related to the discourse of philanthrocapitalism, the
philanthropic practice predicated on the notion of investment.25 Philanthrocapitalists imagine
themselves to be social investors who invest their money to maximize social and economic
returns. The returns are defined in social, cultural, political, and economic terms. The corporate
focus on poor girls and women is similarly infused with the language of, and the desire for,



returns. The high rate of returns—real or imagined—is precisely why corporations target this
population. Philanthrocapitalists couple the focus on returns with the employment of market-
based strategies and an insistence on measurable, often quantifiable, results.These proponents
claim their approach to philanthropy is new; yet, as Linsey McGoey argues, philanthrocapitalism
is historically rooted in liberal political-economic thought, dating back to the eighteenth century,
based on the idea that markets are the most efficient mechanism for distributing socioeconomic
well-being and, thus, for contributing to the common good.26 Moreover, it uses the early
twentieth century strategies of John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie, among others, which
promote the use of business strategies to solve social problems,27 and builds upon the practice
developed in the mid-nineteenth century of applying rational scientific investigation to human
welfare to ensure measured results and accountability.28Beyond the desire to contribute to a
particular form of social and economic well-being, philanthrocapitalists are also forthright
regarding their own self-interests. There is profit to be made in pursuing the social good. Thus,
as a practice, philanthrocapitalism rests comfortably upon a foundation of inequality.
Philanthrocapitalists acknowledge capitalism’s production of inequalities even as they
simultaneously seek to capitalize upon the system’s production of wealth to ameliorate the social
and economic disparities produced by the system itself, and to produce greater wealth for those
who can invest.29 Their efforts thus obscure the fact that the surplus capital they reinvest in
poor, racialized girls and women is often produced on their very backs, thus leaving intact
durable, deeply entrenched inequalities across multiple relations of difference.30In this way, the
philanthrocapitalism of companies such as Gap, Inc., and Walmart is intimately related to the
inequalities their corporate practices create, exacerbate, and/or reproduce in girls’ and women’s
lives. For example, both companies are the ongoing targets of campaigns fighting for safe, non-
discriminatory working conditions and a living wage throughout their global supply chains.31
While both companies target girls and women through their discrete philanthrocapitalist
strategies, neither corporation has transformed its core business practices to adequately
address the concerns of its majority female labor force and, thus, ensure the long-term health
and economic well-being of girls and women.Third, corporations have taken up the liberal
feminist discourse of gender equality32 through the “business case” for investing in girls and
women.33 They have usurped feminist aspirations of liberating girls and women from the
constraints of patriarchy for their goals of market growth and profit maximization.34 As Isobel
Coleman, senior fellow at the Council on Foreign Relations, argued during the days prior to her
participation as co-chair of the Empowering Women and Girls track at the 2010 Clinton Global
Initiative annual meeting, an event that I participated in for my research: “As companies seek
new sources of revenue in developing economies, they will find that gender disparities pose an
obstacle. The sooner and harder the private sector works to overcome gender inequality, the
better off the world—and companies’ own bottom lines—will be.”35Feminist scholars of political
economy have developed powerful historical and theoretical analyses of how feminist language
and desires for liberation have been reframed within market logics. In this way, the market



becomes the guarantor of equality as “the dream of women’s emancipation is harnessed to the
engine of capitalist accumulation.”36 In employing the feminist idea of empowering women to
create the developmental conditions necessary for future corporate profit, as Hester Eisenstein
argues more broadly, “women replace development”37 as the most efficient and effective
solution to generating economic growth. The World Bank’s tagline for its Gender Action Plan
(GAP), “Gender equality is smart economics,” perfectly sums up this approach. Divorced from its
origins in the feminist movement, this economistic discourse on gender equality becomes “an
uncanny double that [the feminist movement] can neither simply embrace nor wholly disavow.”38
As documented by Lucy Ferguson and Daniella Morena Alarcón, this creates conflicts for
progressive, transnational feminist organizations, such as the Association of Women in
International Development (AWID) and women’s funds associated with the Prospera-
International Network of Women’s Funds (INWF) (as well as individuals operating within
mainstream development organizations), that have long critiqued corporate capitalism for its
violence and marginalization of girls, women, and the poor, yet are in need of funds to support
their under-resourced movement toward gender equity.39Underlying this liberal feminist
discourse is the assumption that gender oppression is what defines the lives, conditions, and
futures of girls and women in the Global South and stands as the barrier to economic growth
and corporate profit. This supposition informs the field of “gender and development” as a field of
policy and practice that has grown over the past four decades, and its resulting efforts of gender
mainstreaming across institutions in the development regime. Yet, even when the term gender is
deployed, in practice it is often used as a “descriptive device,”40 or, more specifically, as a way
of targeting girls and women as population categories rather than attending to gender as a
relation of power.41 As João, an NGO staff member in Brazil, remarked to me regarding the Girl
Effect’s focus: “It’s not gender, it’s adolescent girls.”To note, all names in the study are
pseudonyms to protect the anonymity of the individuals unless the first name and last name are
listed. Also, since there were very few people of color employed in the organizations I studied,
including the NGOs, Nike Foundation, and the Clinton Global Initiative, I do not note the race,
ethnicity, or skin color of individuals in my study as this could potentially make them identifiable. I
recognize the limitations this places on the analysis.Yet, the Third Billion is not actually about
girls and women as universalized population categories of gender as the liberal feminist
discourse on gender equality imagines. Rather, the concept of the Third Billion is also premised
on the discourse around “Third World girls” and “Third World women”42 that has constructed
them as Other within the projects of colonization, global capitalism, and Western feminisms. The
term Third World is used here as a sociopolitical concept that does not necessarily map onto
geographies of the North and South but rather considers the ways in which centuries of
(post)colonial histories and imaginations have shaped understandings of racialized girls and
women, as well as places and ways of being that exist within, between, and outside of nation-
state boundaries.Of particular relevance for understanding this is Chandra Talpade Mohanty’s
critique of how Western feminist texts in international development, in particular, have historically



constructed the Third World woman as a singular, monolithic subject.43 Her work builds on the
premise by Western and non-Western feminists of color that gender is necessary though not
sufficient for understanding and theorizing the identities, experiences, conditions, and power
relations informing lives lived across multiple social, cultural, economic, political, religious, and
geographic locations.44 In relying solely on the concept of “woman” as their central analytical
category, and gender as the “single axis” around which difference is understood, hegemonic
Western and Anglo-American feminisms often reduce and/or mask how difference operates in
relation to and within gender categories.45 As Trinh Minh-ha argues, “Yearning for universality,
the generic ‘woman,’ like its counterpart, the generic ‘man,’ tends to efface difference within
itself.”46While the oppressed woman is generated by an exclusive focus on gender difference,
Mohanty’s work contributes to understanding how the oppressed Third World woman is
imagined to have an additional attribute: “Third World difference.”47 She defines it as “that
stable, ahistorical something that apparently oppresses most if not all the women in these
countries.”48 Through this homogenizing application of difference, she argues that the texts she
analyzes “discursively colonize the material and historical heterogeneities of the lives of women
in the Third World.”49The Third World difference that defines the subject position of Third World
girl in this historical moment constructs her as both oppressed and full of what I identified
previously as Third World potential.50 She occupies a precarious subject position in which she
is simultaneously a universalized victim in need of saving and “the answer” to solving the
problems of development and growth.51 Here the act of empowering her to fulfill her potential
for development becomes an act of saving her. It is the potential productivity of this contradiction
that corporate elites and development experts have embraced, as this book’s analysis of Nike,
Inc.’s investments in the Girl Effect in Brazil and in partnership with other institutions reveals.THE
GIRL EFFECTBeginning in the early 1990s, Nike, Inc. emerged as the global target of the anti-
sweatshop and anti-globalization movements.52 Transnational criticism focused on the
corporation’s well-documented abusive practices against its predominantly young, uneducated,
poor, racialized female labor force in the Global South. In its 2005–2006 Corporate
Responsibility Report, Nike, Inc. estimated that “80 percent of [their] workers are women aged
18 to 24,” and “they are typically poorly educated, living against a precarious backdrop of
poverty and insecurity, within emerging economies.”53The company which originally began in
1964 as a partnership between Japanese shoe manufacturer Onitsuka and Blue Ribbon Sports
to distribute Onitsuka shoes, began manufacturing its own shoes in 1971. It became the Nike
brand in 1978. In the years preceding, the company shifted its production from Japan to South
Korea as Japanese wages increased, making it less profitable than other locations in Asia with
lower wages. In the ongoing race to the bottom that characterizes the global manufacturing
industry, the company moved much of its production to Taiwan in the 1980s, and then to
Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam in the 1990s. Nike, Inc.’s role in pioneering
outsourcing led to skyrocketing growth as it secured its place as the largest manufacturer of
athletic shoes and apparel in the global economy. Yet, the corporation fell victim to its own



success, as the same practices that contributed to its impressive growth rate also led anti-
sweatshop campaigns to bring to light the abusive labor conditions in its contract
factories.54Responding to tarnishing accusations, including media exposés on child labor, co-
founder and then CEO Phil H. Knight publicly stated at the National Press Club in Washington,
DC, in May 1998, that “Nike product has become synonymous with slave wages, forced
overtime, and arbitrary abuse.”55 Yet, despite Knight’s promise in 1998 to transform the
corporation’s practices, accusations of abusive labor problems have persisted in its contract
factories, as reflected in well-publicized worker strikes.56 Nevertheless, since this moment of
crisis, the corporation has focused on remaking itself as socially responsible.Figure 2. Timeline
of Nike, Inc. and Nike Foundation history and public response. For sources to timeline, see p.
210.This led to a strategic search for an undiscovered niche in the development market. Knight
said he “tapped” Maria Eitel, a white woman, “to create a not-for-profit arm—but had not dictated
a mission.”57 A trained communications specialist, Eitel was originally hired by the corporation
as its first vice president of corporate responsibility (1998–2004) to ameliorate its public relations
image during the late 1990s. She was formerly deputy director of media affairs at the White
House, then a special assistant to President George H. W. Bush, a manager and director of
Microsoft Corporation, and a manager of MCI Communications Corporation. As described in
Fast Company magazine, “Eitel was in the midst of a yearlong exploration to determine how to
make the biggest impact.”58 She consulted with a wide range of development experts, including
a number of my interviewees in the areas of formal education, reproductive health, and
economic development, as well as “villagers, NGO leaders, and industry titans” before
determining that Nike, Inc. should focus on adolescent girls.59 Fast Company recounted Eitel’s
pitch to the Nike, Inc. board of trustees:She remembers the gremlin that whispered in her ear as
she nervously waited outside the 2004 meeting where she was to make her case: Hey, Nike!
Let’s invest in adolescent girls and poverty! And not in any country where we have factories or
businesses! Let’s go to places like Ethiopia and northern Nigeria, where no one else dares to
go!” After a perilous few moments of silence, Knight gave her the thumbs-up, the flick that ignited
an essential part of a movement.60Beginning in that moment, Nike, Inc. worked to position itself
as leading the effort to end poverty in the Global South through the foundation’s investments in
adolescent girls. As described in the company’s press release in 2005:“The Nike Foundation is a
further step in Nike’s evolution as an engaged global corporate citizen,” said Philip H. Knight,
founder and chairman of NIKE, Inc. “Its philanthropic focus on poverty and gender inequality
allows us to further invest in human capital not just where we do business, but where there is the
greatest need. We believe the Foundation’s investments in human capital will spark a positive
cycle of development and complements NIKE, Inc.’s efforts around improvements in our
fundamental business practices.”61The foundation’s focus on adolescent girls was a
noncontroversial way to redirect public attention away from ongoing labor strikes and campaigns
against the corporation in order to secure its social license to operate and, correspondingly, its
financial bottom line.While the corporation’s original intent was not to locate its philanthropic



efforts in countries where its business is located, it included Brazil, India, and China in its
portfolio from the beginning. These powerful economies, commonly referred to as three of the
five BRICS countries, constitute both significant, consistent areas of consumer growth outside of
the United States and locations with high numbers of contract factories.62 They are not,
however, countries where the corporation has typically experienced labor unrest. Those
countries tend to be geographically situated in Southeast Asia and Central America, including
Indonesia, Cambodia, and Honduras,63 and tend to have the lowest wages and least
regulations in the world, as well as governments that suppress labor protests. The Nike
Foundation has had relatively few grantees in these regions, with the exception of Bangladesh
where it funded Grameen Bank and BRAC, formerly known as the Bangladesh Rural
Advancement Committee. The majority of Nike Foundation’s grantees have been located in or
focused their programs on the African continent throughout all of the phases of the Nike
Foundation’s development, including countries such as Kenya, Liberia, and Rwanda, where
Nike, Inc. neither has contract factories nor significant consumer markets. Nevertheless, the
company’s interest in the continent has grown over time. As of August 2017, the company has
one contract factory in South Africa and three in Egypt.64In 2008, the foundation branded its
philanthropic investment strategy by launching the Girl Effect with the United Nations Foundation
and the NoVo Foundation, the family foundation of Peter and Jennifer Buffett. Peter is the son of
financier Warren Buffett whose investments provided the financial basis for the NoVo
Foundation’s contribution of $72,700,00 to the Nike Foundation between 2007 and 2013 (see
Table 1). During the duration of Nike Foundation’s focus on adolescent girls, between 2005 and
2015, Nike, Inc. contributed $94,464,911 to the Nike Foundation, and $6,903,850 in 2004, the
year the foundation prepared to launch its new focus (see Table 1). In total, between 2005 and
2015, the Nike Foundation received $191,219,834 in contributions and dispersed $145,594,118
in contributions, gifts, and grants (see Table 1).Table 1Nike Inc. Revenue and Nike Foundation
Asset Value, Contributions, and Disbursements for Charitable Purposes ($US), 2001–
2015.2001200220032004200520062007Nike Inc. annual revenue19,490,000,0009,890,000,000
10,700,000,00012,250,000,00013,740,000,00014,955,000,00016,326,000,000Nike Foundation
fair market value of all
assets21,075,306799,01621,556,46324,369,95217,971,91914,506,02421,932,305Nike, Inc.
contribution2,785,2371,173,33219,204,4286,903,85010,875,0000.0012,262,000NoVo
Foundation contribution0.000.000.000.000.000.0015,000,000DFID
contribution0.000.000.000.000.000.000.00World Bank
contribution0.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Other
contributions110,4437,9335,9221,78312,2907,1385,227Total contributions, gifts, and grants
received2,895,6801,181,26519,210,3506,905,63310,887,2907,13827,267,227Operating and
administrative expenses55,02495,125136,873610,718946,656416,4431,366,328Charitable
disbursements
paid2,336,0001,372,5003,838,0005,218,5009,543,29910,040,88711,939,843Total expenses



and disbursements2,391,0241,467,6253,974,8735,829,21810,489,95510,457,33013,306,1712
008200920102011201220132014201518,627,000,00018,528,000,00018,324,000,00020,117,0
00,00023,331,000,00025,313,000,00027,799,000,00030,601,000,00029,174,32736,033,35139,
761,37939,698,75771,495,61060,378,79722,893,17117,549,6810.008,900,0007,680,4846,780,
5435,752,3017,183,44818,392,86916,638,26615,000,00015,000,00015,000,00012,700,0000.0
00.000.000.000.00652,8063,338,7384,984,1280.009,736,7960.000.000.000.000.00500,000500
,0000.00500,0000.004,600390,2861,144,9851,396,592523,506359,263−32,9305415,004,6002
4,943,09227,164,20726,362,7256,775,80717,279,50718,859,93916,638,3021,590,5841,981,56
96,404,05613,491,58116,503,52820,342,35817,589,080825,44019,922,30816,119,93017,108,
27613,840,32410,143,6616,164,0789,552,23021,219,28221,512,89218,101,49923,512,33227,
331,90526,647,18926,506,43627,141,31022,044,7221 “Earnings News,” Nike, Inc., accessed
September 24, 2017, .2 All financials from the Nike Foundation are from federal tax filings
(990s). “Nonprofit Explorer,” ProPublica, accessed September 24, 2017, .The Girl Effect as a
branded theory and method of social change was developed through a collaboration between
the Nike Foundation’s in-house creative team and Nike, Inc.’s long-time Portland-based
advertising firm Weiden + Kennedy.65 The foundation defined the strategy as “the unique
potential of 250 million adolescent girls to end poverty for themselves and the world.”66 It
branded particular adolescent girls—poor, racialized, and living in the Global South—with the
potential to end poverty in the new millennium.Figure 3. Photograph of Nike Foundation banner,
“The End of Poverty Starts with a Girl,” with a reflection of author and a building at Nike, Inc.
world headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon. August 2009. Photograph by author.The potential is
predicated on what the foundation calls the “ripple effect” that investing in adolescent girls
purportedly has across multiple development indicators, including alleviating poverty, promoting
economic growth, reducing fertility rates and population growth, controlling the spread of HIV/
AIDS, and conserving environmental resources.Using this theory of change, between 2005 and
2015 the foundation structured its investments in girls throughout the Global South. The
foundation first worked through existing international and national NGOs as it sought to develop
a knowledge base on adolescent girls. Once it secured this knowledge, it promoted the brand to
bilateral and multilateral agencies, such as the World Bank and the UK’s Department for Inter-
national Development (DFID); powerful private foundations, such as the NoVo Foundation; and
global elites in powerful forums, such as CGI in New York City and the World Economic Forum
(WEF) in Davos, Switzerland. In its final phase in 2014, it tapped entrepreneurs and venture
capitalists in the cradles of innovation in Silicon Valley who were seeking to capitalize on girls’
economic potential. Through those partnerships on different scales, the Nike Foundation
focused on “driving massive resources to adolescent girls” and “getting girls on the international
development agenda.”67 And, most significantly, through Nike Foundation’s strategic efforts, the
Girl Effect moved into the everyday lives and educations of girls and young women, and their
families and communities throughout the Global South.As the Girl Effect became one of the
most prominent corporate philanthropic brands in the world, it reflected a moment of



development in which corporations and their foundations were creating philanthropic brands and
utilizing their consumer brands to influence how girls and women in the Global South are
understood and how development interventions are structured in their name. Yet, as the Girl
Effect brand’s reach extended far beyond the corporate headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon, it
created an unevenly contested political terrain of feminism, development, and corporate
capitalism as girls and women in the Global South operated as the site of competing and often
contradictory interests.The legitimacy of the Girl Effect grew from acknowledgments of
gendered poverty and inequality in girls’ and women’s lives. Some of those acknowledgments
have been codified in past decades in key international declarations, including the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, Convention to Eliminate All Forms of Discrimination against
Women, Education for All Initiative (EFA), the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), and,
most recently, the Sustainable Development Goals. While the Girl Effect builds on these, it
nevertheless constructs marginalized girls as a new, efficient resource for poverty alleviation and
economic development. As Maria Eitel, then president and CEO of Nike Foundation, explained,
“I’ll never get tired of saying it: Girls are the world’s greatest untapped resource for economic
growth and prosperity.”68 In this way, future economic growth resides with girls at the bottom of
the pyramid.Yet, feminist activists and scholars from a range of disciplinary perspectives have
increasingly contested the Girl Effect in popular media and scholarly journals as it has
traveled.69 Those include cultural studies analyses of the representations through which the Girl
Effect is produced,70 and ethnographic examinations of how the Girl Effect is taken up in
particular geographic locations, often by NGOs, and to what effects for girls.71 Drawing on
ethnographic fieldwork in the United Nations Foundation’s Girl Up program, Emily Bent72 also
considers the ways in which the Girl Effect and similar campaigns produce new, relational, and
often contradictory, political subjectivities for girls in the Global North. While those are important
contributions to understanding the Girl Effect, very little is known about how the Girl Effect is
constituted as a global development apparatus or how its logic shapes social relations on
multiple spatial scales from an ethnographic perspective.73 In this way, this book includes, but
moves beyond, analyzing the realm of representation or the implementation of Nike Foundation–
funded programs in specific locales to consider how the phenomenon is constituted across
spatial scales and diverse geographies. It provides in-depth, ethnographic theorizing of how the
practice of investing in the Girl Effect is constructed and negotiated by unequally resourced
actors—from corporate and foundation executives to NGO educators—in diverse research sites
including Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; New York City; Washington, DC; and Beaverton,
Oregon.DEFINING CORPORATIZED DEVELOPMENTSince the inception of the development
regime in the post–World War II era, corporations have been primary beneficiaries of the
international development project. The roots of this privileged position originate in the birth of
modern capitalism and centuries of colonial empires in which corporations and the state were
deeply embedded within one another.74 Throughout the twentieth century, corporations were
one of development’s primary customers. Institutions such as the World Bank and the



International Monetary Fund (IMF) were designed from their inception, at least in part, to serve
the interests of global capital. As a result, corporations were recipients of international
development organizations’ lucrative contracts to build dams and highways; the inheritors of
privatized public-sector services, such as water, sanitation, and energy, as a result of loan
conditionalities in structural adjustment programs (SAPs),75 or, more broadly, the beneficiaries
of economic growth strategies favoring corporate interests and global financial integration.76
Yet, they were minimally involved in the everyday processes of designing, funding, branding,
marketing, and executing development programs and policies. As Dinah Rajak explains, today
they are both—development’s primary beneficiaries and some of its principle architects.77
Since the beginning of the new millennium, US-based transnational corporations and their
foundations have become increasingly influential actors in the development regime. They have
created new businesses to provide previously public services and forged relationships with
traditional development institutions to implement programs and policies focused on a wide array
of issues, including the environment, health, infrastructure, formal education, technology, and
finance.78 An increasing number of these corporations have begun focusing on girls and
women as a target population for business, CSR, and corporate philanthropic efforts, as the
Third Billion Campaign reveals.Through this study, I identify this phenomenon as an instantiation
of corporatized development, which I define as the practices, processes, and power relations of
corporations and corporate foundations operating in and through the institutionalized regime of
power of the post–World War II project of international development as it is embedded within
broader historical processes of capitalism. In this way, corporatized development is an
articulation of the post-war project of international development and the ongoing, uneven
processes of capitalist development as they are historically embedded within (post)colonial
relations.79 On the one hand, corporatized development represents the still emergent, yet
disproportionate, weight of corporate actors in funding, advocating, designing, implementing,
and branding development practices, programs, and policies in the new millennium.80 On the
other hand, it signifies the use of the logic and strategies of business in solving the problems of
development. These include the emphasis on market-based rationales for development
interventions, the measurement of rates of return in terms of direct and indirect benefits to
business, and the branding and marketing of development populations and projects. While
these practices are not confined to corporations alone—the World Bank and the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID) have been using these practices for decades—
the emergence of corporations in the field has only increased them.These elements of
corporatized development emerge from the interrelated practices of CSR, corporate
philanthropy, and social innovation in business. Simply put, these practices are predicated on
“doing well by doing good.” Consent for doing well is constructed through the other half of the
corporate mantra—by doing good. In this particular historical moment, corporatized
development sutures them together. As a practice, it enables doing well and doing good to occur
in concert rather than in conflict with one another.Corporations have long engaged in discourses



designed to indicate responsibility. From the world’s first global trading companies, such as the
East India Company and the Hudson Bay Company of the British Crown, to modern day
transnational corporations with roots in colonial and US empires, such as the Anglo American
Corporation,81 corporations have participated in trusteeship and improvement practices
alongside extractive practices.82 Yet, in contrast with previous eras, corporations in the new
millennium are involved in a performance of making their ethical and unethical practices
explicit.83In response to the anti-sweatshop and anti-globalization movements of the late 1990s,
corporations were pressured to respond to the demands of transnational networks of critics
concerned with their socially, morally, economically, and environmentally deleterious practices.
The historical context was defined by mounting social, political, and economic pressures for
corporations to remain accountable to “multiple constituencies,” including labor, consumers,
local communities, governments, and the environment.84 As Andrew Barry notes, for British
Petroleum (BP) and other corporations, the concern with ethics emerged in the midst of public
protests and as a way of managing them.85 In the midst of this crisis of corporate capitalism,
ethics became the key “interface between the world of BP and other companies and a global
public political realm.”86With the support of transnational institutional structures, such as the UN
Global Compact, corporations were able to develop a “cluster of techniques” for making the
“ethical or unethical conduct of businesses explicit,”87 with techniques such as social auditing
and certifications. This “process of ethicalization” has solidified in the new millennium.88 The
movement of corporations and their foundations into the field of development through the
discourse of CSR has been critical to this nexus.89 It has been a powerful mechanism for
responding to and recuperating from both external and internal criticism of corporate practices.
And, thus, it has been important for revising tarnished images and securing social licenses to
operate on different scales and to ensure financial bottom lines. Those development efforts were
critical to the restoration of corporate hegemony at the beginning of the new millennium.90As
Anke Schwittay argues in her critical ethnography of Hewlett-Packard’s CSR programs,
corporations are constituted as “ethical actors” and “corporate citizens” through the “actions of
others, foremost among them corporate critics” and through the “resulting corporate
responses.”91 As her research demonstrates, one observed reaction to corporate criticism is
“corporate philanthropy and its technicalization as strategic philanthropy.”92 Nike, Inc.’s
investments in adolescent girls through the Girl Effect represents an example of strategic
philanthropy, as the corporation restructured its foundation in 2005 to specifically target the very
demographic it was accused of exploiting.For corporate executives as well as CSR proponents,
strategic philanthropy is not merely an altruistic endeavor; rather, it contributes to the
corporation’s financial bottom line by increasing market share, opening new markets, producing
new consumers, and securing long-term investments.93 As Trevor Neilson of GBC Health
argues, “The dominant trend in corporate philanthropy is to do giving that reinforces a firm’s core
strategy”94 in order to enhance growth and profit. In the context of the global economic crisis
and increasing global competition, corporations are increasingly reorganizing their business,



CSR, and philanthropic strategies to address the problems that create obstacles for them. For
Nike, Inc. and the other corporations involved in the phenomenon of investing in the Third Billion,
there is an increasingly explicit focus on removing gender inequality as an obstacle to further
growth, in terms of labor, consumers, and general conditions of development.As demonstrated
by Dinah Rajak in her ethnography of CSR focused on the Anglo American Corporation, the
“moral economy of CSR” symbolizes “not an opposition to corporate capitalism, nor a limit to it,
but the very mechanism through which it is replenished, extended, and endowed with moral
authority”95 regardless of the continuation of a corporation’s exploitative practices. This book
contributes to debates on if, how, and to what extent corporate beliefs, narratives, rituals, and
practices of “doing good” through corporate philanthropy and CSR enable corporations to
reconstitute themselves as benevolent institutional actors and extend their moral authority
despite the persistence of exploitive profit-seeking business practices.96
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vn, “loved this!. book was in good condition, this is a great read for anyone wanting to examine
how capitalism affects the ways in which companies "help" third world countries”
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